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INTELLIGENCE

Biometrics has been considered on the verge of a
significant breakthrough for more than ten years. In
spite of relatively uninspiring industry results, recent
developments – larger and wider scale adoption,
significant capability and performance advancements,
standards development, and consumer acceptance–
indicate looming and substantial market expansion.
How will this expansion occur and what will the road
towards biometrics ubiquity look like?
The development path can best be understood in
terms of market phases defined by solution and
infrastructure milestones rather than technology or systems evolution.
Phase I: Biometrics are proven effective in well-defined, single purpose, autonomous
applications.
This is where we are today. From time and attendance and access control to
document credentialing–passports, ID cards–and background checks, a range of
biometrics technologies have been efficiently and cost effectively deployed to solve
specific identification and authentication problems.
Biometrics is also now being widely deployed in personal devices such as laptop PCs,
mobile phones and PDAs. Though it is not being widely used in these devices–except
in the Asian markets–this lays the infrastructure groundwork to support future market
expansion.
Phase II: Biometrics Integration, fused biometrics, multidimensional identification, linked
systems.
The next breakthrough will be about making biometrics work in broader ID contexts.
This includes:
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Merging multiple biometrics to produce fused identification results for high
security applications.
Effectively incorporating various techniques and methods to produce
multidimensional identification profiles based on any combination of biometrics,
biographic, body marks, profiled behaviors.
Developing integration capabilities that allow two or more biometrics-based
systems to securely and anonymously share identification information including
those accessed by personal devices, such as PDAs. This is just beginning and
will absorb significant market resources for at least three to six years, perhaps
longer given the grim economic outlook.
Phase III: Anonymous, privacy-enhancing biometrics.
Slightly trailing Phase II will be the development of core technology, solutions, and
systems-based methods for safeguarding the use of biometrics information. It is likely
that in early Phase II development, serious real and/or potential security breaches will
threaten expanded use of biometrics. Without aggressive, proactive, measures to
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create built in fail-safes at all levels of deployment, fear and public pressure may derail
market expansion and even curtail growth of existing biometrics-based applications.
Phase IV: Biometrically enabled transaction infrastructure.
This is the Holy Grail for biometrics. Biometrics authentication will be routinely
integrated into daily activities that require access to information or financial resources.
From global financial institutions confirming asset transfers, to personal mortgage
payments via mobile phones, from emergency requests for medical histories to
consumers updating their health profiles, in the next seven to ten years biometrics will
become invisibly routine, enabling a host of secure, private, and user controlled
transactions.
There is no question that, as this market evolves, so too will the capabilities and
performance of existing and new biometrics technologies. However, it is safe to say
that the industry has passed the threshold of having to prove that the technology works
even though it has had a somewhat checkered past. The focus going forward will be
on creating the ecosystem that not only allows, but actually requires, that biometrics
thrive.
About the AVISIAN Publishing Expert Panel
At the close of each year, AVISIAN Publishing’s editorial team selects a group of key
leaders from various sectors of the ID technology market to serve as Expert Panelists.
Each individual is asked to share their unique insight into what lies ahead. During the
month of December, these panelist’s predictions are published daily at the appropriate
title within the AVISIAN suite of ID technology publications: SecureIDNews.com,
ContactlessNews.com, CR80News.com, RFIDNews.org, FIPS201.com, NFCNews.com,
ThirdFactor.com, and DigitalIDNews.com.
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Biometrics on the cusp
Efficiency and reliability of biometric
systems continue to increase, even after a
few tough years brought on by radical
claims from vendors, according to Richard
Lazarick, chief scientist at CSC’s Global
Security Solutions Identity Labs.
Organizations have hesitated to deploy
biometrics not because of performance
issues but because of a perceived lack of
standards. That problem has been solved
by M1 and ISO publishing good standards
that have already been proven to work.
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PIV mandated for all executive branch
employees
All federal agencies will have to come up
with a plan to implement use cases for PIV
credentials by the end of March, according
to a memo released by the White House
Office of Management and Budget.
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VisionAIR integrates M2SYS biometrics
VisionAIR, a developer of software
solutions for public safety, has announced
a partnership with biometrics developer
M2SYS to create a biometric solution that
handles jail management.
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Precise Biometrics explains match on
card
Match-on-card biometrics receives a lot of
buzz because of its potential privacyenhancing abilities. Precise Biometrics’
Michael Harris explains the technology as
well as some of the benefits noting that
there are more than 100 million national ID
cards which use math-on-card in circulation
as well as 60,000+ match-on-card
credentials deployed within the U.S.
Department of State.
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Audio from the February 23 IAB
meeting online now
The February meeting of the influential
Government Smart Card Interagency
Advisory Board (IAB) was recently held in
Washington D.C. FIPS201.com was on
hand to cover the event and has provided,
as a service to the IAB and the smart card
community, an audio recording of the
presentations. Click on the link below to
access a list of audio and accompanying
PowerPoint slides (in pdf format).
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Smart Card Alliance releases EMV
Roadmap for U.S. payments industry
A new white paper has been released from
the Smart Card Alliance Payments Council
outlines possible EMV roadmap options for
the United States payments industry.
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